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Book Author Blurb 

Funnybones  Janet & Allan Ahlberg Funnybones follows the adventures of a well-loved family 
of skeletons. These classic stories are full of humour and 
provide a great curriculum link into finding out about 

what lies inside the human body.  

The Growing Story Ruth Krauss and Helen        
Oxenbury  

The Growing Story is an enchanting story about a boy 
who watched living things grow and change through the 
seasons. Just as he begins to think that he will be small 
forever, he learns to see the signs that he is growing and 

changing too.   

Titch  Pat Hutchins It's not easy being the smallest in the family, like Titch. 
But Titch soon discovers that even something as tiny as a 
little seed has the potential to grow into a plant that is 
very big indeed. Titch is a story for anyone who knows 

what it is like to feel small.  

Only You Linda Kranz  This is a feel-good story with an important message 
about the value of each human being. Only One You is a 
good book for stimulating discussion and reflection about 
treating each individual with respect and appreciating the 

uniqueness of ourselves and   others.  

You Choose Pippa Goodhart & Nick Shar-
ratt  

Get pupils choosing, imagining and expressing their own 
preferences with this massively appealing picture book full 
of choices. Each double-page spread is themed around a 
different choice to make and packed with all sorts of pos-

sibilities from the tame to the outright wacky; choose 
furniture for your ideal house, choose a pet (watch out 

for the dragon) and choose favourite food (the ice cream 
looks good but I'm not sure about the boar's head!).   

Ready Steady Mo! Mo Farah and Kes Gray  Ready Steady Mo is a simple, rhyming text from the in-
spirational Mo Farah in collaboration with popular pic-

ture book author Kes Gray. Bright illustrations and repeti-
tive text make this a popular story that is great for join-
ing in with and inspiring children to get their bodies mov-

ing.   

Look Out! How We Use 
Our Five Senses!  

Leon Read and Sean Sims  We love information texts with interactive elements and 
this one does not disappoint! The book          ex-

plores the five senses and what each sense is 
for using fun characters, bright illustrations and     simple 
infographics. When you hold up certain pages to the light 

(or shine a torch through), extra details are revealed.  


